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ABSTRACT

Whereas many publications report on alkali aggregate reaction (AAR) expansion or test analyses, very few address the more pressing issue of its impact on structures. Furthermore, given the uncertainties associated with characterization of the material, probabilistic based approach are not known to have been reported in the literature. This paper addresses these limitations through an analysis of a reinforced shear wall. A two-prone approach is followed: first a sensitivity analysis is performed to narrow the number of random variables (RVs) to the most relevant ones. Then, an uncertainty quantification is performed through Latin Hypercube Sampling with and without AAR expansion. Then the capacity curves (including the summarized ones to 16, 50 and 84% fractiles) are developed. Probability of non-exceedance of a specific capacity (i.e., limit state) is shown through the so-called fragility curves. It is found that in some cases AAR increases the shear capacity, while in others it decreased it. It highly depends on the initial combination of the RVs.

1. Introduction

Increasingly engineers are confronted with the need to perform predictive structural assessment based on limited or incomplete data set. This may include damage up to failure assessment (in the context of so-called performance based engineering), or round robin benchmarks. As such deterministic analyses are of limited predictive values, and a stochastic analysis is warranted.

This paper focuses on the development of a methodology for such assessment, and is believed to be the first such contribution in the context of structural failure following alkali aggregate reaction (AAR) (or alkali silica reaction – ASR) induced expansion. As a vehicle for such an application, analysis of a previously tested concrete reinforced shear wall is performed.

In light of this potential problem which may affect numerous nuclear containment vessel structures (NCVS), various research projects were put in place. The Department of Energy (DOE) is sponsoring large scale mockup tests to assess the effect of confinement on AAR expansion [1]. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has entered into an inter-agency agreement with the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) to conduct a multi-million dollars research program on the structural performance of nuclear power plants (NPP) affected by AAR [2]. NRC is also funding a grant and cooperative agreement with the University of Colorado to assess the effect of AAR on the shear strength deterioration, and for the integrity assessment of a NCVS suffering from AAR subjected to seismic loading [3]. Furthermore, Nextera has funded a major research program at the University of Texas to assess the effect of AAR on the shear strength of concrete specimen [4]. Similar effort have been undertaken abroad. Most notably in Canada through funding from the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) where shear wall affected by AAR have been tested (and whose analyses are reported below) [5]. Finally, a major project on the same theme was recently initiated in France through support from the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) [6].

In terms of related numerical simulations, the authors have investigated the shear response of nuclear containment panels [7], and thus this work constitutes a natural extension of past analyses combined with the separately developed methodology for probabilistic assessment [8,9].

Surprisingly, very few publications address the impact of AAR on the response of an engineering structure (i.e. not a laboratory specimen) through a finite element analysis. Most of the effort at the structural level seems to have been limited on the analyses of dams [10–14]. Fewer publications address the impact of AAR on containment structures. Takatura et al. [15] and Chénier et al. [16] investigated containment structures affected by AAR in Japan and Canada respectively. Again there is a limited number of publications reporting the structural analysis of bridges [17–20] or massive reinforced concrete structures.
However, many researchers have focused their attention to merely analyze laboratory tests such as [22]. As to the nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete shear walls, there is a wide set of literature [23–26].

1.1. Objective

Through the auspices of the Organization for the Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), a project for the Assessment of Structures subject to Concrete Pathologies (ASCET) was setup with one of its objectives being the organization of a blind simulation benchmark to predict the behavior of structural elements with AAR. The selected structure to be modeled was a reinforced concrete shear wall with AAR and subjected to reverse cyclic load. The wall had been tested at the University of Toronto [27]. Participants were given the opportunity to calibrate their models through the first phase (I) of the project where experimental data after eight months was made available, and asked to submit their numerical prediction for the wall responses (with and without AAR) after thirty months of swelling.

This paper will detail the advanced analysis performed, and focus will be placed on its main contribution: casting an AAR analysis (notoriously plagued by large uncertainties) within a probabilistic framework.

2. Test description

The tested shear wall is shown in Fig. 1, as well as the location of LVDTs (which measure the displacement between the bottom of the upper beam and the top of the lower beam). Detailed dimensions of the shear wall itself as well as two columns and two beams are illustrated in Fig. 2. Reinforcement distribution is also shown in this figure. The 10 M and 20 M reinforcements have cross-sectional areas of 100 and 200 mm²; yield stresses of 430 and 465 MPa, and elastic moduli of 182,000 and 190,000 MPa, respectively. In the experiment, a constant vertical force of 800 kN is applied through a 2" thick steel plate, and the wall is subjected to a reverse cyclic pushover displacement (not to be confused with a seismic load). The bottom beam is anchored to the strong floor.

A total of three walls were cast, one without AAR (SW) and two others with AAR (SW-260 and SW-1000). The first two (one with and the other without AAR) were tested about 260 days (one of them was tested couple of days earlier) after casting, and the results made available for calibration. The third wall was tested about 1000 days after casting and participants in the benchmark round robin were asked to make predictions. The reported mechanical properties for the concrete at 260 days are: 79.0/63.7 MPa for $f_y$, 476/3.24 MPa for $f'_y$, 179.3/120.2 N/m for $G_y$, and 47,150/35,750 MPa for E.

Results of the tests are summarized in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the peak loads with (SW-260) and without AAR (SW) expansion are: 179.3/120.2 N/m for $f_y$, 182,000 and 190,000 MPa, respectively. In the experiment, a constant vertical force of 800 kN is applied through a 2" thick steel plate, and the wall is subjected to a reverse cyclic pushover displacement (not to be confused with a seismic load). The bottom beam is anchored to the strong floor.

As no creep data was made available, and in light of the relative young age of the tested specimens, creep was ignored. On the other hand, based on simple “engineering judgment”, it was apparent that potential bond loss at the juncture between column and base had to be addressed. This could be done by either wrapping joint elements (with hard to define characteristics) around the rebars at this location, or approximately by reducing the cross-sectional area of the steel at that location. This reduced cross-section will trigger large plastic deformation (akin of the ones induced by debonding) before the other segments yield.

3. Modeling approach

In performing the numerical simulation of an experimental test, one must recognize that four possibilities are present:

1. An inconsequential analysis where results are simply to meet basic engineering common sense expectations.
2. Post-mortem simulation where one has the luxury to fine-tune/calibrate a model until near exact results are obtained (which is nearly always possible, irrespective of the model accuracy).
4. Blind simulation benchmark of an experimental test. However, it should be noted that there are two major sources of uncertainties:
   - Experimental: How accurately was the test performed?, how credible are the results?, are the reported results sufficiently clear and unambiguous?, and is it the model or the test that is being checked?
   - Numerical: Can one perform a single deterministic and predictive analysis, or wouldn’t a probabilistic-based analysis be more appropriate given the epistemic nature of the uncertainties?

The current benchmark study does allow calibration (level 2 above) and requires prediction of known results (level 4). As to the two level of uncertainties (experimental and numerical), those are separately addressed below prior to the analyses results.

3.1. Uncertainties

- **Experimental:** Though experimental uncertainties (accuracy and precision) are inherent in any test program, this benchmark exercise suffered from the additional pitfall of limited and incomplete data. This made the exercise quite intractable, if it was to be handled in detail, and as a (partial) remedy a stochastic analysis is reported.
  - **Epistemic:** Simply put, epistemic uncertainties are those caused by an incomplete knowledge of the exact material properties [29].

3.2. Study objectives

Given that a nonlinear constitutive model for concrete contains numerous variables, most of which not provided or even measurable, a two-prong approach should be followed:

- **Sensitivity Analysis:** To determine which of the many random variables in the shear wall model are most sensitive.
- **Uncertainty Analysis:** After selection of the most sensitive random variables, perform a Monte Carlo Simulation to provide a probabilistic estimate of the prediction.

This approach was recently followed by the authors for the analysis of a major bridge suffering from AAR [20].

4. Data preparation

The analysis hinges on two constitutive models: one for the concrete nonlinearity (a fracture-plasticity smeared crack model) [30], and the other for the AAR [21]. Both have been implemented in the authors finite element code Merlin [31], and most importantly validated in accordance with the RILEM TC 259 report [32].

4.1. Concrete smeared crack model

The concrete constitutive model was a fracture plasticity model [30] implemented as a so-called smeared crack model. As most constitutive models, this one has a number of parameters and not all can be directly measured experimentally. Hence, some are assigned values based on other calibrations or experience. This will invariably lead to
uncertainties, and as such can be treated as random variables. Table 1 lists the 12 identified variables including: (a) mean values, (b) authors best estimates for the coefficients of variation, (c) lower and upper bonds for uncertainty quantification, and (d) minimum-maximum ones for the sensitivity analysis. The fourth and fifth columns show the activation or deactivation of the variables in sensitivity and uncertainty analyses (1: active, 0: de-active).

In all analyses, random variables are assumed to have a normal distributional model (though a log-normal may have been more suited for some variables) with mean and coefficients of variations (COV) shown in the table. However, those values were subsequently adjusted since the distribution was truncated, Fig. 4. One should note that the normal distribution has maximum entropy over the real numbers with a specified variance, i.e., a particular moment [33]. It should be emphasized that reported values are the authors best estimates in the context of this proposed analysis, and what some may perceive as incorrect values should not detract attention from the objective of this study. Furthermore, the range for the sensitivity analysis is different from the one for uncertainty quantification. In the former it is set to 50% of the mean (unless it is constrained by the constitutive model), this choice is dictated by a need to accentuate impact of RVs on the Tornado Diagram. In the second it is fixed to 20% of the mean value in all random variables.

4.2. Reinforcement and bond-slip

The material properties for the reinforcement (either in web and columns or in the beams) were shown in Section 2. Though reinforcement properties exhibit little if any epistemic uncertainty, the approach taken was to reduce the area of the reinforcement crossing the beam-column (or beam-web) intersection to account for possible bond-slip. As such, the cross-sectional area was arbitrarily reduced by 20% and treated as the only steel random variable in the uncertainty quantification.

4.3. AAR expansion

4.3.1. Model

Proper modeling of the AAR expansion is of paramount importance to this study, and as such has received great scrutiny. The adopted AAR model is described in Appendix A, where the kinetics of the expansion is given by Eq. (A.1) and (A.3), while the degradation in Eq. (A.4). Those two equations define what will be the variables associated with the uncertainty quantification (they were not considered in the sensitivity analysis):

- \( \tau_L \) Latency time, Eq. (A.1) and (A.3)
- \( \tau_C \) Characteristic time, Eq. (A.1) and (A.3)
- \( \varepsilon^{\infty} \) Maximum AAR expansion, Eq. (A.1)
- \( U_L \) Activation energy of the latency time, Eq. (A.3)
- \( U_C \) Activation energy of the characteristic time, Eq. (A.3)
- \( \tilde{\beta}_E \) Residual elastic modulus at the end of the reaction, Eq. (A.4)
- \( \tilde{\beta}_f \) Residual tensile strength at the end of the reaction, Eq. (A.4)

Warning: It should be emphasized that whereas in this exercise the entire wall will be assigned the same expansion as the one observed from laboratory specimens, this is not exactly valid. There is ample evidence in the literature that actual structural expansions are (in most cases) much lower than those determined from laboratory prisms (due to different ambient conditions and ensuing leaching). This issue has...
been partially addressed by Leemann and Merz [34], Fournier et al. [35], Lindgård et al. [36], [37], Ideker et al. [38]. Furthermore, and despite the (relatively) small size of the walls, material heterogeneity would imply that one cannot *strictu sensu* apply the same AAR property throughout the wall without an attempt to use some homogenization techniques in the spirit of [39]. Those two problems were not addressed in the reported analysis, as the added complication could have hampered the primary focus of this contribution: applicability of a stochastic approach for AAR modeling.

### 4.3.2. Parameter identification

Data for expansion over the first 260 days was available (from experiment), as well as the corresponding degraded tensile strength and elastic modulus (see Section 2).

**t = 260 days:** In Fig. 5, the reported expansions for SW and SW-260 (longitudinal and transverse) in Orbovic et al. [5] are shown. The indicated points, while not exactly matching the ones reported by experiment; however, they are sufficiently close to be retained.

A simple Matlab code was developed to fit a curve (based on Eq. (A.2)) to the reported experimental time-expansion values. As a result, the following parameters were obtained: \( \tau = 81 \text{ days} \), \( \tau = 61 \text{ days} \), and \( \varepsilon^0 = 0.0022 \) (0.22%). It should be noted that the concrete expansion at 260 days is relatively small.

**t = 1000 days:** Determination of the AAR key parameters at 1000 days is more problematic and values will be extrapolated from the current one with a margin of uncertainty. With reference to Fig. 6(a), expansion up to \( \sim 250 \text{ days} \) is known, and we need to guesstimate the one at time \( t = 1000 \text{ days} \).

**Kinetics:** It was assumed that the expansion at that time will obey a uniform distributional model ranging from a minimum 0.25% and a maximum of 0.45%. Then, using a Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) technique, 100 curves are fitted between those points. The corresponding 100 values of \( \tau_l \) and \( \tau_c \) are shown in Fig. 6(b) where the zero values of \( \tau_l \) are associated with those expansion with a quasi-linear early expansion.

**Deterioration:** \( E \) and \( f'_l \) at time \( t_0 \) and \( t_{iso} \) are given. Using these values a normal distribution model is assumed with the reported values as mean, and a COV reported in Table 1. Then, based on Eq. (A.4) and
Table 1
Material parameters used in numerical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>UQ</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>COV$_{UQ}$</th>
<th>[LB, UB]$_{UQ}$</th>
<th>[min, max]$_{54}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smear crack model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>G$\cdot$m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00244</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>1/C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.9e-6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of elasticity$^*$</td>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47,150</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[28,290, 66,010]</td>
<td>[23,575, 70,725]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength$^b$</td>
<td>$f_y$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[2.86, 6.66]</td>
<td>[2.38, 7.14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential softening$^c$</td>
<td>$G_y$</td>
<td>MN/m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.79e-4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[1.08e-4, 2.51e-4]</td>
<td>[8.95e-5, 2.68e-4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength$^c$</td>
<td>$f_c$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-79.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[-110.6, -47.4]</td>
<td>[-118.5, -39.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive critical displacement</td>
<td>$w_{ci}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-5e-4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[-7.5e-4, -2.5e-4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor for return direction</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[0.25, 1.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor for roundness of failure surface</td>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[0.5, 1.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset of nonlinearity in compression</td>
<td>$f_{cr}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[-30, -10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic strain at compressive strength</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{cp}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1e-3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[-2e-3, -5e-4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of main rebar (vertical and horizontal)</td>
<td>$f_{y,v}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[215, 645]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of main stirrups</td>
<td>$f_{s}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[215, 645]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of crossing rebar</td>
<td>$f_{y,c}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[215, 645]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of elasticity of crossing rebar</td>
<td>$E_{c}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>182,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[91000, 273000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross sectional area of crossing rebar</td>
<td>$A_{c}$</td>
<td>m$^2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8e-5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[4.8e-5, 1e-4]</td>
<td>[6e-5, 1e-4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reported values from experiments; SA: sensitivity analysis; UQ: uncertainty quantification; LB: lower bound; UB: upper bound.

cubic, while those in the beams do not have a regular pattern. This is due to selection of optimal mesh size in the beam (larger elements than the web and column) and does not affect the results since the beam is linear elastic.

The bottom beam is fixed at the base and the sides. The incremental displacement is applied on the left side of the top beam. Moreover, there is a traction on the upper face of top beam, Fig. 8(c). Note that the beam displacement is applied on the left side of the top beam. Additionally, there is a traction on the upper face of top beam, Fig. 8(c). Note that the applied boundary conditions are based on our understanding of the tests. As later found, the base beam may allow the slippage with respect to the support (i.e. strong floor), and hence the adopted model for numerical simulation is too rigid. The reported cyclic load is identical to the one shown in Fig. 8(d). Each load cycle is applied through 10 increments.

5. Finite element model

The prepared finite element mesh, shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), consists of quadrilateral elements. There are three layers of elements in the web and five layers in the columns. Top and bottom beams are assumed to be linear elastic while the columns and web have the smeared crack model parameters. Over all, there are 1240 solid elements in the model. All the elements in the web and the columns are

6. Results

Results will be presented as follows:

1. Deterministic analysis of SW and SW-260, followed by calibration.
2. Sensitivity analysis of SW.
3. Uncertainty quantification of SW and SW-1000 along with probability of non-exceedance of a specific shear wall capacity.

6.1. Deterministic analysis and calibration

In this first set of analyses, the meshes shown in Fig. 8 and mean values from Table 1 are used for the SW and SW-260. The preliminary envelope for SW was obtained (not shown here) and it is evident that the numerical response is too stiff, and an adjustment has to be made. In light of the experimental uncertainties addressed in Section 3.1 and the assumed rigid supports, this discrepancy is attributed to “slack” in the system and an adjustment is to be made. Thus, and in the spirit of this benchmark where calibration is indeed expected first, the displacements were simply multiplied by 2.3 resulting in a shift of the results which closely matched the experimental results. Indeed, the final report of the Benchmark workshop concluded (among other things), [40] that

The wall measurements were not sufficiently documented. A single measurement of the displacement of the upper beam is not enough to calibrate numerical models. Simulated displacements are lower than measured displacements in all simulations and based on numerical
Fig. 6. Optimization-based curve fitting to find the future expansion.

Fig. 7. Estimation of residual coefficients.

Fig. 8. Finite element model, boundary condition and loading.
simulations, the wall boundary conditions have more important impact on wall displacements than the constitutive laws.

Hence, from this point onward, all numerical results will be subjected to this calibration factor. Then, the results of SW-260 were compared, Fig. 12 and again, the two curves are nearly identical. For illustrative purpose, the deformed shape with maximum principal stresses are shown in Fig. 9(a), and the evolution of the accompanying (smeared) cracks is finally shown in Fig. 9(c). As seen, the regions with high principal stresses correlate well with the computed failure path; both are in good agreement with the observed failure mode from the test. Visual inspection of these plots provides a graphical confirmation of the reliability of the analysis.

6.2. Sensitivity analyses

The sensitivity analysis procedure is rooted in the Taylor’s Series-Finite Difference Estimation described in Appendix B. In the context of this analysis, the deformed shape with maximum principal stresses are shown in Fig. 9(a), and the evolution of the accompanying (smeared) cracks is finally shown in Fig. 9(c). As seen, the regions with high principal stresses correlate well with the computed failure path; both are in good agreement with the observed failure mode from the test. Visual inspection of these plots provides a graphical confirmation of the reliability of the analysis.

Uncertainty quantification has retained the variables listed in
Tables 1 (column 5) as random with a normal distributional model. Selection of those are based on the Tornado diagram and engineering common sense. Since there is no solid information about the inter-correlation among the random variables, it is assumed that they are independent. This is one of the limitations of the study which may affect the dispersion of the results [9].

6.3.1. Automation of probabilistic analysis

Given the complexity in data manipulation from input data definition, random variable selection, generation of finite element meshes, execution, data mining to extract results, and plotting key diagrams an automated procedure was set up. This was accomplished through a Matlab [44] based set of sequential programs P1.m, P2.m, P3.m, P4.m, and P5.m whose inter-connectivity is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. File generation and automation algorithm.

P1.m reads the user specified variables, probability distribution models, ranges, and correlation coefficients, and then generates $N_{sim}$ (in this study 100) input files. Those in turn are executed through P2.m which calls the finite element code Merlin. Next, the results are individually extracted from 100 output files and stored as binary files using P3.m. Results are further consolidated into a single data-base using P4.m. Finally, P5.m extracts the results from the database and generates the desired plots. For each output parameter, results are plotted along with their mean, 16% and 84% fractiles ranges (which correspond to minus and plus one standard deviation in a log-normal distributional model).

Fig. 12. Results of uncertainty quantification on capacity curves in SW-260.

6.3.2. Prediction

Following completion of the 100 analyses (it should be noted that five analyses did not converge most likely due to an unfavorable set of AAR material parameters), P5.m generated the capacity curves for SW. Then, the 16% and 84% fractile curves are sought. This is simply achieved by sweeping through the full range of displacements, and for each one identify the points below which 16% and 84% of the load fall. The capacity curves for SW, Fig. 12, is in close agreement with the experimental data. However, contrary to the first sensitivity analysis, the uncertainty one shows that the experimental tests fall within the 16% and 84% fractiles. Finally, we reach the objective of this study which is to provide a probabilistic-based assessment of the shear wall capacity when tested 1000 days after casting. This will be shown later in Section 6.4.

Results warrant additional examination to fully grasp the structural responses. As such, Fig. 13(a) plots the shear wall capacity for SW and SW-1000 along with the corresponding histograms and probability distribution function. Fig. 13(b) shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for empirical (dashed lines) and fitted (continuous lines based on log-normal assumption) for both SW and SW-1000. Mean and logarithmic standard deviation are 1.14 MN and 0.090 MN for SW, and 1.13 MN and 0.11 MN for SW-1000 respectively. It should be noted that there is higher standard deviation in SW-1000 as there are more RVs. Moreover, note that in ~60% of the analyses, the shear capacity was reduced by the pre-existence of AAR, and in ~40% it increased. Finally, the point in which the CDF rotates from SW to SW-1000 is located at probability of 0.65.

Last by not least, a similar scheme where AAR may increase or reduce the shear strength capacity was observed by the authors in a separate study [7], shown in Fig. 14. The monotonic shear strength of a panel was numerically determined with and without initial AAR expansion. In both cases, the initial stiffness was reduced by AAR. Regrettably, it was not possible to clearly identify the set of parameters which cause an increase (or decrease) in shear strength capacity due to previous AAR. It is speculated that the increased in strength is associated with a particularly unfavorable combination of variables (not necessarily reflecting a likely physical scenario) randomly selected by the Latin Hypercube Simulation. However, this remains an open question of the utmost importance which requires further in depth study.

6.4. Comparison with experimental results

Following the submission of blind prediction, the organizers provided the results of the three tests (one at 260 days used for calibration by participants) and two others performed at 1000 days (expansion to be predicted). Whereas SW-260 includes all 15 cycles, SW-1000 does not report all of them. Hence, without the benefit of all cycles, it is impossible to clearly and unequivocally compare force and displacement with great accuracy. Finally, and most importantly the comparison between reported experimental results and blind numerical prediction is plotted in Fig. 15 which shows a good correlation between the prediction and measurements. One of the experimental tests (B1) exhibits two sudden large cycles at the end which can be associated with the global failure of the wall.

7. Conclusions

Originally motivated by a participation in a Round-Robin predictive study of the load carrying capacity of a shear wall affected by AAR, the authors have broadened their analysis into a stochastic one. The viability of a two pronged approach to the prediction of an AAR affected complex structure was proven. The combination of a sensitivity analysis followed by uncertainty quantification, proved to be ideal tools for a stochastic analysis of a structure.

In the narrower context of the shear wall, facilitated by the nearly

Fig. 13. Cumulative distribution function along with the corresponding histograms and probability distribution function.
identical expansions at 260 and 1000 days, good prediction was achieved. However, and this could only be highlighted from the multiple analyses needed by the stochastic model, it was found that in some cases the AAR increased the shear resistance, while in others it decreased it. Within the scope of this study, it was impossible to identify the combination of variables leading to either one of the two cases.

Finally, though the shear wall analysis is only applicable to an internal structural element in a nuclear power plant, conceptually it may elucidate better understanding of the response of the NCVS. As AAR is unlikely to affect the structural integrity of the NCVS by itself, it is very likely to affect the shear resistance under a seismic excitation. This interaction of AAR and seismic excitation, within the context of a deterministic and stochastic analyses is the subject of development by the authors through a grant from the NRC.
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Appendix A. AAR constitutive model

The theoretical underpinning of the AAR model used in this paper has been presented by the authors separately, [45,21]. It will be briefly reviewed. The AAR expansion is considered to be a volumetric one, which rate is given by the following function

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}^{AAR}(t, \theta, RH) = \Gamma_{\text{f}}(t, |\sigma_{H}|) \dot{\varepsilon}^{\text{COD}_{\text{max}}} \Gamma_{\text{l}}(|\sigma|, f_{t}) g(RH) \dot{\xi}(t, \theta) \varepsilon^{\text{w}}_{\theta=0=0}
\]

where \(\varepsilon^{\text{w}}\) is the final volumetric expansion as determined from laboratory tests at temperature \(\theta\). \(0 \leq \Gamma_{\text{l}} \leq 1\) is a parameter which reduces the expansion in the presence of large tensile stresses (macro-cracks absorbing the gel), \(f_{t}\) the tensile strength, and \(\sigma_{H}\) the major (tensile) principal stress. Similarly, \(0 \leq \Gamma_{\text{f}} \leq 1\) is a parameter which accounts for the absorption of the gel due to compressive induced stresses, \(\sigma\) and \(f_{c}\) are the hydrostatic stress, and the compressive strength of the concrete, respectively. \(0 \leq g(RH) \leq 1\) is a function of the relative humidity (set to zero if the humidity is below 80%), \(\dot{\xi}(t, \theta)\) the kinetics law given by
where $\tau_l$ and $\tau_c$ are the latency and characteristic times, respectively. The former corresponds to the inflexion point, and the latter is defined in terms of the intersection of the tangent at $\tau_l$ with the asymptotic unit value of $\xi$, Fig. A.16(a). They are given by

$$
\tau_l(\theta) = \tau_l(\theta_0) \exp \left[ U_l \left( \frac{1}{T_l} - \frac{1}{T_0} \right) \right]
$$

$$
\tau_c(\theta) = \tau_c(\theta_0) \exp \left[ U_c \left( \frac{1}{T_c} - \frac{1}{T_0} \right) \right]
$$

(A.3)

expressed in terms of the absolute temperature ($\theta^\circ K = 273 + T^\circ C$) and the corresponding activation energies. $U_l$ and $U_c$ are the activation energies, minimum energy required to trigger the reaction for the latency and characteristic times, respectively. Once the volumetric AAR strain is determined, it is decomposed into a tensorial strain in accordance to the three weight factors associated with the principal stresses. Finally, degradation of the tensile strength and elastic modulus is accounted for as follows:

$$
E(t, \theta) = E_0 [1 - (1 - \xi(t, \theta)^\prime)]
$$

$$
f(t, \theta) = f_0 [1 - (1 - \xi(t, \theta)^\prime)]
$$

(A.4)

The model is relatively simple to implement in an existing finite element code and has been implemented in many finite element codes Pian et al. [46], El Mohandes and Vecchio [47], Rodriguez et al. [48], Pan et al. [49], Huang and Spencer [50], Huang et al. [51], Ben-Ftima et al. [52].

In the context of this study, there are no good estimate for: (1) what would be the ultimate AAR induced strain as possibly determined from reliable laboratory residual expansion (not a simple task); and (2) what is the internal relative humidity in the box girder ($g(RH)$ in Eq. (A.1)). Indeed, it has long been recognized that for AAR to occur, RH must be above a certain threshold [53].

The effect of temperature and relative humidity on the kinetics of the reaction is illustrated by Fig. A.16(a) where the decrease in RH, results in a decrease of peak AAR while an increase in temperature will slow the reaction. Finally, The engineering significance of the (sigmoid) expansion is illustrated in Fig. A.16(b) [54].

Appendix B. Taylor’s series-finite difference estimation

The concept behind the sensitivity analysis is rooted in the so-called Taylor’s series finite difference estimation of the mean $\mu$ in terms of all the random variables individual means $\mu_i$ is the mean for all random variables [55]. Hence, for an independent random variables, the variance is given by

$$
\mu_F = F(\mu_i)
$$

where

$$
\text{Var}(F) = \sigma_F^2 = \sum \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial \xi_i} \right)^2 \sigma_i
$$

(B.1)

$$
\frac{\partial F}{\partial \xi_i} \approx \frac{F_i^+ - F_i^-}{2\delta}
$$

(B.2)

$$
F_i^+ = F(\mu_i, ..., \mu_i + \sigma_i, ..., \mu_n)
$$

(B.3)

$$
F_i^- = F(\mu_i, ..., \mu_i - \sigma_i, ..., \mu_n)
$$

(B.4)

where $\sigma_i$ are the standard deviations of the variables. Hence,

$$
\sigma_F = \sum \left( \frac{F_i^+ - F_i^-}{2} \right)
$$

(B.5)
The procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. Perform an initial analysis in which all variables are set equal to their mean value. This analysis provides the mean μ.
2. Perform 2n analysis, in which all variables are set equal to their mean values, except variable i, which assumes a value equal to μ_i + σ_i, and then μ_i − σ_i.
3. For each pair of analysis in which variable x_i is modified, determine the standard deviation component associated with the specific variable i, which will provide an indication of the sensitivity of the results to variation of this particular variable. \( \frac{f_i^+ - f_i^-}{2} \).
4. The standard deviation of the entire structure is then determined by simply adding all the \( \frac{f_i^+ - f_i^-}{2} \) terms.
5. Sort the results in a descending order and form the so-called “Tornado diagram”.

This simplified method has been first reported by Benjamin and Cornell [56] in the context of structural engineering, and then used in [57–59].
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